Iron regulatory proteins 1 and 2 bind distinct sets of RNA target sequences.
Iron regulatory proteins (IRPs) 1 and 2 bind with equally high affinity to iron-responsive element (IRE) RNA stem-loops located in mRNA untranslated regions and, thereby, post-transcriptionally regulate several genes of iron metabolism. In this study we define the RNA-binding specificities of mouse IRP-1 and IRP-2. By screening loop mutations of the ferritin H-chain IRE, we show that both IRPs bind well to a large number of IRE-like sequences. More significantly, each IRP was found to recognize a unique subset of IRE-like targets. These IRP-specific groups of IREs are distinct from one another and are characterized by changes in certain paired (IRP-1) or unpaired (IRP-2) loop nucleotides. We further demonstrate the application of such sequences as unique probes to detect and distinguish IRP-1 from IRP-2 in human cells, and observe that the IRPs are regulated similarly by iron and reducing agents in human and rodent cells. Importantly, the ability of each IRP to recognize an exclusive subset of IREs was conserved between species. These findings suggest that IRP-1 and IRP-2 may each regulate unique mRNA targets in vivo, possibly extending their function beyond the regulation of intracellular iron homeostasis.